The new 19” Touch Bowler Console for your bowlers is truly an interactive scoring console built with hardware to last.

High definition monitors made for the industrial needs of your center, these touch screens are not personal tablets.

A unique gaming experience, to share with friends, along with integrated social media apps.

**FEATURES**

- **Display another lane** – Scores can be displayed from another lane
- **Lane chat** - Meet other bowlers on the lanes
- **Edit players** – Edit names, first & last names, individual bumpers selection, player position, skip player, add/remove bowlers, edit bowler hcp, edit team name & team hcp
- **Scoring grids display** – Display a full size screen of all scores
- **Easy score correction** – With the touch of a finger
- **Delete last ball rolled** – (Optional)
- **Clear all scores** – Instantly clear all of your scores and restart (Optional)
- **Special functions** – (function depends on pinsetter model)
- **Bartender and desk notifications**